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Philip Completes Cast of "Messiah"

One of the outstanding musical productions ever to be offered at Ursinus will be presented on Thursday evening at 8 o'clock in Bomberger Hall. "Messiah" will be rendered.

For this internationally celebrated Christmas oratorio Dr. William F. Philip, Director of Music, has secured the services of four talented soloists, who are to be accompanied by the Ursinus College Choir and the orchestras of the Curtis Institute of Philadelphia.

The plans of Dr. Philip were temporarily clouded when Madame Martha Atwood Baker, slated to be the soprano soloist, was forced to withdraw with regret that she was indisposed. Because of this, Miss Margaret Fairbanks, announced that Margaret Daum, well-knownatura, will assume Mrs. Baker's role. Miss Daum's performance on Thursday will be her first in this role.

Miss Daum has been a very effective recitalist and has created 'America' in the world's premiere of Gian Carlo Menotti's recent operatic piece, "The Consul," with the Curtis Met titled in the spring of 1937 as "Madeleine in 'La Bohème.'" The artist has had extensive experience in international opera and recital tours.

Margaret Shave De Manis, French-Canadian alto, has also accepted the role of "Mary." The third member of the quartet will be Ann Daum, a well-knownatura, and Jamison includes among his performance the巡演 in California, New York, and a tour of Europe. The quartet will present a concert next Tuesday, December 6, at 8:00 o'clock in Bomberger Hall. Dr. Philip has also added arrangements with members of the quartet.

G-Man McGuire Explains Functions of Federal Cops, Stresses Youth Crime in Forum Address

"Every twenty-two seconds of the day and night a major crime is committed. No other event takes place in the United States." This startling statement was made by G-Man McGuire in his speech at the meeting of the Ursinus Forum Wednesday evening, November 30, in Bomberger Hall.

"It is strange, therefore," he added, "that people can say we have no crime problem in this country." The speaker is a representative of the naval polices and is a member of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. McGuire introduced by Mr. Riker F. Baker, instructor in political science, and Mr. W. E. Walter, chairman of the forum.

McGuire gave many interesting figures on the crime problem, and he told of many major crimes reported last year, and the failure of the law enforcement agencies to uphold the attention of the law committed by the criminals. He also pointed to the problem of juvenile criminals who make up the criminal element. McGuire stated, "An average of thirty-one persons are murdered every day.

Average Criminal Young

Contrary to the common belief, the average criminal is not of foreign birth, or a product of the city alone. He comes, McGuire said, from more than first generation American homes, and the country boy as a city "slicker."
Yes, How Much?

At Friday morning’s Chapel service there was asked a question which College students all too often cannot answer. The question was: “Just how much time do you actually spend in the library?”

The question is important because so often the student does not take advantage of the many services and facilities which the Library has to offer. A student who has a good book and a comfortable seat in the Library has a great advantage over the student who has no books at his disposal.

The student who has no book is obviously at a great disadvantage in this competitive world, where books and reading are so important.

A Student Service

The placement bureau of any college or university is one of the most significant individual organizations on the campus. This is an organization which is concerned for himself—even when he admits that he has no leisure or interest in helping the bureau and expects it to do its annual interviewing himself.

There is a technique in getting a job that is just as important as the interview itself. It supplies names of individuals and bureaus to the placement bureau of any college or university.

Attention Business Students: Your placement bureau of the college or university to which you will be going. It may be that the college or university to which you will be going has a placement bureau.

It is important to the placement bureau of the college or university to which you will be going that you give them your name and address. It is also important to the placement bureau of the college or university to which you will be going that you give them your name and address.

The Thompson-Gay Gymnasium

The most significant individual organizations on the campus. The Thompson-Gay Gymnasium is one of these organizations. It is a clever bit of satire in the form of a series of weekly articles before graduation. The memories of campus buildings which bears their names.
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Collegiate Cross-Section

Refugee Problem Is I. R. C. Topic Tomorrow

Discussion of the refugee problem has been chosen as the topic for the next session of the International Relations Club to be held Monday evening at 8:00 p.m. in the faculty room of the Alumni Building.

The program will be divided into two parts, each to be introduced by a member of the I.R.C. club, and will be followed by an open discussion.

The first part will be on "The Struggle of Refugees," attended by members of the faculty and students interested in the subject. The second part will be on "The Future of Refugees," attended by members of the I.R.C. club.

Ursinus Shaw-Bernard Collection of Curios Contains Rare Treasures of Historic Interest

By Robert Yoh '46

If you are interested in the most unique treasure you can find on campus, you might try Ursinus Shaw-Bernard Curios. Although few students are aware of it, the collection of curios in Ursinus is a find that many students are sure to appreciate.

You may be surprised to find a collection of curios in Ursinus. Although few students are aware of it, the collection of curios in Ursinus is a find that many students are sure to appreciate.

The collection of curios is located in the basement of Shaw-Bernard Hall. The collection includes a variety of objects, including a clock, a collection of coins, and a collection of minerals.

There are some interesting facts about the collection of curios. For instance, the collection includes a clock that was made in the 18th century. The collection also includes a collection of coins that were minted in the 17th century.

The collection of curios is open to students and faculty members. If you would like to see the collection, you should make an appointment with the curator, Mr. Shaw-Bernard. The curator is happy to show you the collection and answer any questions you might have.

The Most Unique Treasure Is a Finishing Type of Stone Hungary

The collection of curios is a treasure that is sure to be appreciated by students and faculty members alike. The collection includes a variety of objects, including a clock, a collection of coins, and a collection of minerals. If you would like to see the collection, you should make an appointment with the curator, Mr. Shaw-Bernard. The curator is happy to show you the collection and answer any questions you might have.
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Ken Hashagen's promising hand of courtmen swung into real action this week with daily interclub scrimmages foremost on the training schedule.

The eluged mentor is working on many combinations and expects to have a tentative starting line-up before the holidays. Dan Meklos, George Meklos and Tom Johnson are words for a starting post. Dave Jacobs is pressing Meade for his starting position. Dave is resting from his nod for a starting post. Dave Jacobs is pressing Meade for his starting position. Dave Jacobs is pressing Meade for his starting position.

The court team in exhibition Miss Small's basketball team played against Swarthmore Sunday morning with Temple University. The game was played to demonstrate the playing rules governing girls' games this season. Ursinus is called on every year to demonstrate correct rules. The girls have been practicing daily in the gym and have every indication of repeating last year's fine record.

Jingles To Attend Academic Meetings

The next few weeks will be busy ones for the athletic department when Dr. Daniel Meklos, executive director of the Intercollegiate Basketball Association of which Ursinus is a member, will attend athletic meetings of the several colleges in his association. On Thursday Director Johnson will attend the executive committee meeting of the Middle Atlantic Intercollegiate Basketball Association of which Ursinus is a member.

The coaches of the respective sports will announce their decisions at the meetings in their particular fields.

This snow gave the front line athletes a chance to work out the muscles of their snow-balling arms.

Hash and his boys tangle Wednesday, P. M. with the Penns in Philly, but not for keeps.

Thanks to the Ursinus underclass, a fellow can win everything in a raffle but his diploma.

"Pierbri" planned Bear drum major for the winter basketball meeting of Ursinus'been conference with George Biery, who may see a lot of action before the season is completed.

Commerators of the familiar bay of "Canny" Harry will be heard every Tuesday and Thursday night now that football has passed.

"Reggie" and "Doc" Hartzell went into training this week for a banner season as rapid corn flies.

Capt. Meklos is the president of the university, a fellow can win everything in a raffle but his diploma.
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